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eath gave an example of a paracompact semimetriz- 
able space which is not strat ble, xhelreby answering aq$uestion posecd 
by LG. Ceder in [33. Heath n asked what condition is sufficient to 
insure that a semimetrizable space is stratifiab2e [ 41. n this1 paper, we 
answer Heath’s question and introduce a new class of spaces, called k- 
semistratifiabl paczs, which lies bet the class of stratifiable spaces 
considered by and the class-of semistratifi- 
able spaces introduced by E. khael ar,d studied by C. Creede [4]. 
will prove that a semimetrizable space is stratifiable if and only if it is 
k-semistratifx’able. 
In FYhat follows, all spaces are assumed to be T; and the set. ofposi- 
tive is tegers is denoted by N. e shall fellow the terminology an 
tation of [ 51. The phrase “if dnd only if” wi@: b.3 abbreviated to “Wft’. 
topolo~kal s (ace (X? Y ) is senaist?atdfiabk if t 
a function S : N x 9 + {Axeci subsets of IY ) such that: 
of a s 
erty that whenever C C compact and U 
SanrzENwithCC 
ion is said to be 
ce any stratifiable 
erty that for each open set 
6, S(1, Lfj c S(2, Cjj c . ..j and any k-se 
tiflzble. The cmverses of these implications are fake as cm be seen 
eara) armd the exampie sf 
eara [ 121. Recall that a k-nebwo~~k for a 
the property that if C is 
en set C’, then ‘acre 
O c ?A A regular 
alled an H-space (cf. [ 12, 
twark is zalled an IQ- 
-spaces and Ho- 
k-network for the regu- 
c) any closed irnagr, of a paracomgact k-semistrat8fiable space is k-semi- 
stratifiable .2 
3. 
The folfowing lte:.nma is obvious from the definitions. 
ma. Suppose X has a ser.&stratification S with the property 
is open in X and p E U, siien p E [ ,S(n $ LO]* for some 3 E N. 
Then X is stratifiable. 
. Tfheorem. A filst countable k-semistratifiable space is stratifiable. 
of. Let S be a ksemistratification for X. Suppose p E V where V is 
open. Let ( W(n) : .z E A/) he a base of neighborhoods for p such that 
V 3 ;‘y I) 5> W(2) I-1 r.. Jf W(M) i# S(n, Vj for each YE, choose points 
y(n) E W(n)\S(n, 11’) for each yt E N. The sequence ( y(n) ) conr*erges to
p, so the set C = (6 )U (y(n) : n E N}is compact. Furthermore, t?C V., 
so there is an no E V such that CC S(no 9 V). T”tislj 
choice of y(no ) E V(rzc )\S(no , V), Therefork., for 
[S(n, V)]O. By (34, X is stratifia 
contradicts our 
some rt E N, 
WWW~: It is clear that the proof cf Theorem 3.2 is modeled after the 
2 Skexh of proof: In [8] , E. MichCaeE proved that a closed map with a pacompact do&In 
is a compact-covering t?rq I {i.e., each compact subset of t!x range of the map is the im 
me compact subset 0F t ki\e domain), md it is easily seen that the rklage of a ~-s~~~~st~t~~ab~~!~ 
ace under a closed, CWI pact-covering map is again k-sem~strAf3able~ 
ace i 
b) X has point-countable type3 ; 
c) X is an r-space4 ; 
o show that d) implies a). Since X is a regular 
EXisa6,-s ere is a sequence i 
f p such that (n) for each n E N, 
W(.E) and sacf? that each E E litT) then the 
sequence (v(n) ) has a cluster point in A’. It follows that if y(n) E 
for each n E IV, then every subsequence of $ y(n) > has p as it: unique 
cluster point, so (y(n) ) corxerges top. Therefore { W(n) : n 5 IV} is a 
local base at p. 
It is possible prove a vxsion heorem 3.2 for a class of spaces 
having a proper which is much w er than first cou tability. Con- 
sider the following property of a space X: 
le open filter base 
kes than first countability, even among stratifiable 
t can.be shown that if X has Iproperti [“) and if 
then Y also has property (*I. This is in 
t-eountlrble type [ 1 J provided th 
property: there is 
at gwen an open set 3 K, there is an 
of the set 
-semistratifiable space having property (*) is 
owever, Thecrem 3.4 is not the solution of the generalized version 
eath’s problem, since there are simple examples of stratifiable s 
which do not haTie property (*) (cf. 4.4). 
4.1. There is a completely regular k-semistratifiable space which is not 
nornal (and hence not stratifiable). In [ K2] s O’Meara constructs an ex- 
amrAe of a non-n(Brmal H-space which is completely regular, and by 
Lemma 2.4, any S-space is k-semistratifiable.6 
4.2. There is a paracompact, cosmic, first countabk scm:‘str:tlfiab1e 
:;pace which is not k-semistratifiable; in [6] 9 Heath gives a cosmic semi- 
~netrizable space which is not stratifiable; by Theorem 3.2, this space 
cannot be k-semistratifiable. 
4.3. There is ;a first countable stratifiable space A” and a perfect map 
f : X + Y where Y has none of the properties listed. in -position 3.3 
and yet is a cosmic, rstratifiable 
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